Which nucleosynthesis process is appropriate?
Depends on the circumstances:
Nucleosynthesis from object is composed of one of these (explosive burning, winds, ejection of neutron rich matter) or some combination or none The accretion disk neutrino surface: 
e from trapped region is higher than T ν e creates lots of neutrons -the r-process!
More details on the nucleosynthesis
What else matters?
• Entropy per baryon: in the disk it is S/B ∼ 10, heating presumably brings it to somewhere between 10 and 50, e.g. Pruet, Thompson, Hoffman (2004) • Outflow velocity and acceleration, we parametrize Compare Nickel-56 from a similar disk:
Nucleosynthesis from 1.0 M ⊙ / s disks: • recalculate the electron fraction and neutrino physics in the disk, build vertically assuming hydrostatic equilibrium → determine neutrino decoupling temperatures
• use parameters of entropy and outflow timescale to build temperature and density trajectories for the outflow
• calculate the ν e andν e flux in the outflow using the already calculated neutrino spectra
• trajectories through the reaction network
Looking at some of the underlying disk models dashed lines: various steady state disk models that we are using crosses: dynamical collapsar-type models
Wish list:
Trajectories in the wind:
• first choice: self consistent wind calculation
• second choice: Lagrangian trajectory from a dynamical model Disk models with "real" neutrino transport
• first choice: disk with real neutrino transport and a self consistent calculation of Y e in the disk
Conclusions
• In a disk wind on the order of 0.1 M ⊙ / s disks (roughly "collapsar" type)it is likely that Nickel-56 is made, but not guaranteed.
• In a disk wind from 1.0 M ⊙ / s disks (roughly "collapsar" or NS merger type) a lot of Nickel-56 is probably made
• But 1.0 M ⊙ / s disks can have highly variable nucleosynthesis patterns depending on details of disk models
• In a hotter disk e.g. 10 M ⊙ / s, a = 0, (NS merger type?) not much nickel but can make an r-process
• "collapsar" type disk, a number of rare nuclei, e.g. 92Mo, 64Zn have large overproduction factors.
• Future: examine more self -consistent disks, examine dynamical models, improve by calculations, e.g. add neutrino oscillations
